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LastTime
key terminology

features
Response Predictors
Factors levellyvalues offeatures Wewant to know
Conditions howa change in conditionindividuals setoflevelsExperimental units affectsthe response

Observational vs Experimental Studies

Randomization

Causality

How to answer a datadrivenQuestion QPDAC
Question Comeup with a binary question

abouta response variable1metric
youcan measure

Plan Developinganexperiment toanswer
thequestion
1 Comeup withfactors levels conditions
2 Randomly assignunitsacross conditions

Data Collecting thedata ie runningthe
experiment
Considerations
Assumptions oftherandomization SONA
HOWlong
Toolong Frustrating tousers700Short Not enoughstatisticalPower
Samplesizecalculation

Analysis Applying statisticaltesting to answer
thequestion first Posed canwelearn

fromsignificconclusion whatdid welearn Howdoes it and non
affect theservice of a company significant
Doweneedmore experimentation results



Experiments with two conditions

AIB testing
Type of experiment used to determine whichof two
alternatives conditions leads to increased KPI
metric response ferformance a

key performance
Examples indicators

Videogames 42Usersnew itemcosts to diamonds
in users new item costs 100 diamonds

HOWmuchshould thenewitemcost

Twitter 104 see and like
got see and favorite

why use AIB testing

some things cannotbe determinedbyobservation only
In thevideogameexample it would beconfusing
to expose all users to different costs

Why is AIB testing difficult

Ensuring there is nointerference
lie VG users don't talk to eachother
Trackingusers in A vs B is challenging

Multiplegames perlaser etc
Statistics is hard



Statisticaltestsare used to determine if there is enough
evidence in a sample data set to infer that a certain
conclusion is true Theyare stated in terms of Population
parameters

Components

1 NUHhypothesis Ho what is generally believed
to be true Typically A9 B
are statistically thesame

2 Alternative hypothesis Ha ComplementsHo States
that there is some difference
in A and B We aim to
support through evidence
from our sample data

Mantra fortesting
Comes fromthe USjudicial system
INNOCENTUNTILPROVEN GUILTY

I
Ho is true until datasaysotherwise

3 Data Assumed to be collected fromrandom samples
ie eachobservation is independent of other
Observations

In thecontextofour experiment thedata is
themetric1responsevariable in the94estionaired

4 Population metric ofinterest A Population Summary
of thedata fromeach
condition

Ex videogame
supposemetric is number ofhour played in aweekfrom
start of test



11 Question Doesseeing100 diamonds lead to more
gameplay

Randomly assign 100 users to versionACIOdiamonds
11 B 100diamonds

Run experiments for a weekandcalculate
Xj hours user j playedthegame

populationmetric

MA truemean hours per week for those
whosee 10 diamonds

MB I i l i i 1

100 diamond

meangets central tendency of gameplay Could
Ute median etc

Hypothesis test Ho MA Mrs Ganegameplay
vs

HA MB7MA

we now use data X XN to resolve theabovetest
NOH HA canbestated in many ways depending

onthe 9uestion at hand
4 Couldbe Ha MBLMn lessPlay on B

HA MB MA Different playon B



Errors Truth
Ho HA

7
Ho Type

Decision µfrom
Data Ha TypeI

Type I error IncorrectlyrejectingHo
Type II error Failing to rejectHowhen it is false

In general there is a trade off between type IAI
errors for a fixed samplesize
When deciding whether or not Ho is true we hold
the probability of type I error fixed and evaluate
the probability of type II error

Notation A IPCrejectHoI Hotrue P type I emr
fixthis significance of test

P IP failingto reject Ho1HAtrue a IPCtype 1error
in
Unfortunately
overlooked C
Power I of PCrejectHo1Hatrue
w
evaluatethis

we want a smallNCHole to 0 but not exactly 0
anda highpoweras close to 1 as possible



HOWdowe make decisions
1 Define a criteria for rejection of Ho

P value
we want a cutoff to decide

rejection region when to rejectHo
Example RejectHo whenP value Ld

Reject when data lies in rejection region

2 Calculate a samplestatistic fromdata which
completely depends on Ho 4 HA

Calculate p value decide

Note Theabove is frequentist For Bayesiananalysis
recall that we calculatePosterior Probabilities Of
Ho beingtrue and make decisions on that


